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MULTI-FAMILY PROPERTIES
Our traditional stationary cabinetry is regularly included in amenity packages for common 
areas on podiums, rooftops and ground-level spaces.  Our kitchens are specified for 
inclusion on balconies and terraces of individual units, creating small entertainment and 
cooking spaces featuring a grill, bartending station and refrigerator.

COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES
Commercial developers and real estate agents in many areas are facing increased 
competition for business rentals.  Often, the decision is based on available amenity 
packages.  Our cabinets, PPS and carts create the perfect value-added solution.  They are 
suitable for a variety of areas on the property including podiums, rooftops, picnic areas, 
terraces and executive suites.  Our cabinetry and PPS provide the ability to create built-
in outdoor entertainment spaces, while our mobile food and beverage service carts can 
turn any space into a gathering area.  Regardless of how or where they are used, their 
beauty, durability and functionality make them a great investment, providing tenants a 
space to relax, employees a place to congregate and your property the perfect competitive 
advantage.

DANVER STAINLESS OUTDOOR KITCHENS
We have been manufacturing stainless steel cabinets for outdoor kitchens since the late 
1990’s. By showcasing color, style, design and function, as well as inspiring entertainment, 
culinary creativity and leisure living, we established ourselves as the leader in transforming 
simple outdoor patios into fully functional outdoor entertainment spaces. 

OUR CABINETRY
We deliver uniquely distinctive outdoor kitchens that are both durable and beautiful. As the 
desire for outdoor entertainment space spreads from single-family homes to multi-family 
and commercial venues, Danver once again leads the way by pioneering solutions designed 
to accommodate today’s outdoor styles and preferences.  

We manufacture cabinets that are:

 Ū Durable

 Ū Aesthetically pleasing 

 Ū Cost effective 

 Ū Customizable

 Ū Easily maintained

 Ū Functional

 Ū Resistant to tampering and vandalism



TRADITIONAL STATIONARY CABINETRY
The choice of designers, architects, builders and homeowners for 20 years.  The combination 
of beauty, function and engineering in each of the dozens of styles and hundreds of sizes 
ensures a perfect outdoor amenity space for any venue.   Our line of traditional stationary 
cabinets feature:

 Ū Frameless, European styling

 Ū All doors, drawers and cabinet boxes are manufactured from 100% 304-grade 
stainless steel; 316 (marine)-grade stainless is also available 

 Ū Durable enough for multi-family and commercial properties

 Ū Cabinets measure from 9” to 48” in 3” increments

 Ū Cabinet boxes are a standard 30” height and 27” depth (24” depth available)

 Ū All cabinets are available ADA-compliant

MADE TO ORDER
Each project is built to order, ensuring the style, design & color are specific to your project. 
Our cabinets are delivered fully assembled and engineered for easy installation. 

 Ū Drawers feature double-wall construction and full extension under-mount 
glides with self-close/soft-close technology

 Ū Doors come standard with stainless steel hinges and pulls

 Ū Cabinets fit any manufacturer’s outdoor appliance; grills, smokers, side burners, 
sinks, bartending units and more

 Ū Five distinctive door styles 

 Ū Nine standard and virtually unlimited optional powder coat colors and ten 
realistic wood grain powder coat finishes 

 Ū Cabinets carry a 5-year warranty on factory defects

 Ū Powder coat finishes carry a 5-year limited warranty on factory defects

 Ū Made to order in the USA - fabrication, finishing, powder coating and assembly 
take place in our Connecticut facility



POST & PANEL SYSTEM
Although our traditional cabinetry is an excellent choice for outdoor amenity packages, 
architects and builders expressed the need for a robust solution designed for common areas 
that meets the specific needs of the multi-family environment including:

 Ū Attractiveness and aesthetics

 Ū No unnecessary storage spaces

 Ū Extended workspaces

 Ū Easily replaceable sections, in the event of damage

Our designers and engineers listened and developed the Post and Panel System – PPS.

Used as a stand-alone island or easily integrated with our traditional cabinet line, PPS 
provides designers, architects and developers with seemingly unlimited options from which 
to choose.  

The PPS features:

 Ū 100% stainless steel construction for durability

 Ū Powder coated finish for aesthetics and protection from the environment

 Ū Strength to support countertops

 Ū Removable and replaceable panels with the countertop in place

 Ū Free from unnecessary storage space

 Ū Easy to install

 Ū Shipped flat

 Ū Cost effective

 Ū ADA-compliant



OUTDOOR MOBILE SERVICE CARTS
Danver, through its Brown Jordan Outdoor Kitchens brand, also manufactures outdoor 
mobile food and beverage service carts made of tubular steel and aluminum. Popular as 
beverage carts, bars, cooking stations, prep areas or entertainment hubs, these outdoor-
rated mobile components are designed to enhance your amenities packages.  Available in 
customizable configurations, these units are great for opening previously unused spaces for 
entertaining, as well as providing satellite service areas during heavy traffic times. Rooftops, 
podiums and other gathering areas are ideal places for these carts.

Customizable, based on your specific requirements, the carts feature:

 Ū Tubular steel construction provides strength and durability

 Ū Powder coat finishes provide weather resistance in all climates 

 Ū Two handles allow for easy maneuverability

 Ū Large, 9” wheels enhance ease of movement on rough terrain

 Ū Brakes provide stability and safety during use

 Ū Less than a 36” depth, and a 72” average length for easy maneuverability 
indoors, including doorway and elevator clearance

 Ū Customizable configurations within the frame

 Ū Appliances are NSF approved

 Ū Ready to use upon delivery – when sold with the appliances. (Hook-up may be 
required) 

 Ū Lightweight aluminum, powder coated panels for branding, beauty and 
durability

 Ū Easily interchangeable panels for branding or customized messaging on the 
carts

 Ū Optional easy-to-change back-lit panels for branding and sponsorships 
opportunities on the carts

 Ū Made to order in the USA 



AMENITY ENHANCEMENTS
For the convenience of our clients, Danver also distributes a variety of appliances – grills, 
bartending stations and other necessities for common area outdoor entertainments spaces.  
We offer commercial-grade options for increased longevity, as well as products specifically 
designed and manufactured for multi-family properties. 

These grills are engineered specifically for multi-family 
common area environments and offer a variety of 
patent pending features including:

 Ū Exclusive PGS FuelStop® - a one-hour 
mechanical gas flow timer that is ETL/
Intertek approved

 Ū Anti-theft control knobs, ensuring no one can 
remove them in an attempt to reserve the grill 

 Ū Laser-etched control panel instructions for 
long term durability and enhanced safety 

 Ū One year full parts replacement warranty for 
all components used in a commercial/multi-
family installation

In communities where zoning prohibits open-flame 
grilling on balconies, patios and other areas of the 
multi-family environment, ElectriChef Flameless 
Electric Grills provide the perfect solution for the 
perfect amenity package – the outdoor kitchen. 

ElectriChef Flameless Electric Grills feature:

 Ū Precision controls with cooking temperatures 
up to 600 degrees

 Ū Constructed of heavy 304 stainless steel for 
durability

 Ū Cooking timers for automatic shut-off and 
increased safety

 Ū Stainless steel drip tray for easy cleanup

 Ū Sink & dishwasher friendly cooking grids

PGS T SERIES GRILL FROM AEI CORPORATION

ELECTRICHEF FLAMELESS ELECTRIC GRILL
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